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Components of Explosives 
TATP and HMTD Synthesis, Binary Primary Explosives Mixtures
While the initiator is often the difficult component of the explosive train, the knowledgeable 
IED builder will understand how to create primary explosives from common chemicals. 

Transnational Threats
Terrorists rely on their training and resources to plan an attack. Extending the first 
responder’s knowledge to beyond our borders prepares them for emerging threats from 
abroad.

Inspire #13 – The Hidden Bomb
The Tsarnaev brothers executed the Boston Marathon bombings using knowledge obtained 
from the online terrorist periodical, Inspire. They learn from issue #1, How to Build a Bomb in 
the Kitchen of Your Mother, to construct pressure cooker IEDs and pipe bombs. Inspire issue 
#13 details the process to build and deliver an IED to a commercial airliner.

K9 Odor Storage and Handling
Purity of odors is critical to K9 training. The science is straightforward on how to best 
preserve the purity of explosive odor through handling and storage. Many of the kits and 
storage methods jeopardize the integrity of explosive odors for K9 applications.

Self-Evaluated Imprint Verification for RDX and PETN
Handlers will be able to run on a lane with real RDX and PETN as well as the plastisizers 
that are the dominant odors for C-4, sheet explosives and det cord. At the end of the lane, the 
handler alone can check whether their dog indicated on the explosive or the plastisizer.

Homemade Explosives Performance Demonstration
Participants will be guided on mixing fuel / oxidizer mixtures used in actual terrorist attacks 
and detonate the products.

Post-Blast Hides
Following the homemade explosives performance demonstration, participants will be 
taught how to locate secondary devices in the immediate vicinity of a recent detonation.


